March 2017

Dear Member,

Foreword

We put together Classic Lines for your benefit, as a way of collecting news and updates from the club in one place, rather
than bombarding you with emails every other day. Yes, there are adverts from our sponsors and articles you may want to
gloss over within these 20 pages, but there are also snippets of useful information that will help you. We try to place the
need to know information towards the front of each issue, so please look there first.
At the time of writing we have 110 bookings for our Snetterton test day on the 23rd of March, leaving just 25 places remaining. The 30 minute session format appears to have been popular with many of you.
Next, on the 1st and 2nd of April we have our first meeting at Snetterton (just over 3 weeks away now!) with 300 entries
taken and increasing daily; even our smallest CSCC grid currently numbers 20!
Thruxton on the 22nd and 23rd of April is closing in on 200 entries already. Please don’t be concerned if you are a reserve, leave your entry with us, there is plenty of time for withdrawals between now and then for you to get a confirmed
place.
As we mention later in this issue we open entries for the Spa Summer Classic tomorrow. The attached members discount
directory now features a company offering discounts on ferry crossings.
It’s fantastic that so many of you want to race with us again, but it does present certain challenges
with large numbers so please can I ask you all to read the piece written by Hannah which will save us
all time before and during signing on. Entries for Silverstone will open in a few weeks time; more than
any other meeting this one will be the most difficult with regard to paddock space, so expect some
different procedures and warnings of parking and personal cars, sorry! Lastly, and still on the subject
of our Silverstone meeting, drivers, we really need your help to step in as Marshals if you can spare a
day (and pick up an upgrade signature in return).
Kind regards,
David Smitheram
CSCC Director

Spa 3 Hours
Entries for the Spa 3 Hours have flooded in, there are very few places remaining so please don’t delay if you would like to
join us. As the UK promoter of this event the CSCC has fixed the entry price at £1595 per team of 2 or 3 drivers, this race
is open to members and non-members alike. Despite the recent fluctuations in currency the club felt it was important to
look after its members by setting this price early. Last year the race sold out and with plenty of interest shown already it is
likely to be the same this year. The Spa 3 Hours race takes place on the evening of the 24th June with various categories
and classes for Appendix K cars up to the end of 1976. This includes an invitation class for cars considered without HTP
(but they must be very close to their Appendix K specification, sadly ruling out many Adams & Page Swinging Sixties and
Advantage Motorsport Future Classics drivers) .

45 minutes qualifying and a 3 hour endurance race until night fall, for two or three drivers, in these categories:
• (TC) Touring Cars, (GTS) Grand Touring Cars and (GTP) Grand Touring Prototypes from 1947 through to 1976
• Two-seat racing cars under 2000cc From 1947 to 1965
• Invitation: Pre-1977 cars not conforming to Appendix K
Members can enter using the CSCC online booking system or using the form on the Calendar/Booking page of the CSCC
website.

Spa Summer Classic

We intend to open entries for the Spa Summer Classic tomorrow. All series are eligible, with the Special Saloons and Modsports entering as Meteor Suspension Open Series competitors, providing they can run on MSA list 1A/B/C treaded tyres.
This year the New Millennium series will compete within the CSCC Interseries race.
Circuit costs have increased plus the well documented currency weakness means that entry fees will increase. These will
be kept to a minimum for CSCC competitors and fixed at £625 once we open entries.

Dear Members,

Secretary Of The Meeting

It’s that time of the year again!...I hope you are all busy preparing your cars for the season ahead. It won’t be long until our
first race meeting is underway so I wanted to take this opportunity to highlight a few points that really help us in the office
in the run up to the race weekend.
weekend
•

If you are racing as a 2 driver team please ensure that BOTH drivers are entered, either through the online system
or by each completing a separate entry form. We don’t like having to chase drivers!

•

Final Instructions, Entry List and Tickets are sent out to all entered competitors 9 days prior to the race meeting. It is
very important you read through these and check your entry is correct in the entry list, including Vehicle, Class, Race
Number and 2nd drivers.

•

If you have a 2nd driver and they don’t appear on the entry list, it is most likely because we haven’t received their
entry form! We are unable to add them on the day so tell us about it now.

Race SignSign-on can be a very busy time, so in order to keep things running smoothly and avoid delays, the following will be a
great help to us, which ultimately helps you.
When arriving at signing on please ensure that you:
•

Please arrive at the scheduled time as per the timetable within the Final Instructions. If you arrive early we will be
unable to sign you on and will ask you to come back at the correct time. There are lots of reasons why we don't sign
you on early, just trust us that it is in your own interest!

•

It helps us if you know your Race Number and please let us know if you are doing more than one race.

•

Have your Race Licence (2017) ready and make sure it has been signed. Both sides need to be visible for inspection so please remove it from wallets/holders before reaching the front of the queue.

•

Upgrades - If you would like your Licence Upgrade Card signed, please hand these in when signing-on and let us
know if you are in more than one race. Please make sure you have the COMPETITOR card and not the officials card,
it will need a passport sized photo attached to it, your licence number and signature. If any of these are missing,
they will not be signed. Please remember to collect it again at the end of the meeting.

If there are any mistakes/queries when the Final Instructions are sent or if you have any questions/problems relating to
the race meeting, please call the office and let us know as soon as possible. The sooner we know, the more likely it is we
can correct things. Please don’t wait until sign-on, it causes us a lot of aggravation and slows down the sign-on procedure
for others but more importantly it may be too late to make changes.
Have a safe and enjoyable season and look forward to seeing you all at Snetterton.
Hannah Gardin
Secretary of the Meeting

Insurance Update ‘Vnuk’
Thank you to all of you who responded to the email we sent you a couple of months ago, highlighting the European Court
judgement that has the potential to greatly affect all of us in club motorsport by requiring 3rd party insurance. We asked
you to write to your MP to make them aware how this could affect you, many of you responded to say they have had positive replies.
We are currently waiting an update from the MSA on how we can help with the consultation process which is the next step.
We are pleased to announce we have a new series sponsor for our New Millennium Series, New Series Sponsor
RSV Graphics. This makes the full title the ‘CSCC RSV Graphics New Millennium Series’. As well as offering a generous discount to all CSCC members, they are also offering a New Millennium driver of the day award at each UK round. Sponsor
stickers will be available soon, it would be appreciated if all competitors in this series display them please.

Cars and Drivers Available
We have been approached by a number of different preparers, car owners and drivers looking to rent their car, share their car or looking for a drive. If any combination of this is of interest do get in touch with us by email and we can introduce you.
We have a number of drivers interested in taking part in the Spa 3 Hours in particular, if you
have an entry with us and would allow a pay driver to take part with you in your car please get
in touch asap.

Drivers: We need your help
Whilst we are very pleased to be racing on Silverstone’s International circuit on the 27th and 28th May it’s not without it’s
logistical challenges. We always struggle to get sufficient Marshal numbers here, and this year there is another club running a car meeting on the National layout at the same time.
Drivers, if you are looking to gain an extra upgrade signature or you would like to help us out and have a great day on the
bank watching your fellow club members please get in touch to volunteer. You don’t need any prior experience or equipment and we give Marshals a financial gesture to say thank you towards food and drink. You can race on one day and Marshal on the other (but not both on the same day). Silverstone is a good place for your first ever day Marshalling; the post
locations are well placed with good line of sight of the action, hard standing, plenty of run off and not too much gravel to
wade through!
So what will a ‘day on the bank’ involve?
About 10 days before the meeting you will be sent a set of instructions and
tickets so you will know when and where to go on the morning.
The day will normally start off at about 07:45, and going on to the last Chequered flag of the day. You will Sign-on and be allocated to a Post with an
Experienced Marshal to look after you. Along with other Marshals you will be
given a programme, pen and a small thank you from the club. Hand in your
upgrading card, with photo on, when you sign-on, then pick it up at the end of
the day in Race Control. Once you’ve arrived on post, you will be given a briefing on the duty of each of the Marshals on the post. Equipment will be
checked and the track inspected and then it’s ready for the first session.
Whist qualifying and racing is underway your job is to primarily respond to
any incidents that come your way but you will also be asked to observe the
cars for any noticeable mechanical defect, bodywork hanging off or any fluids
leaking and report this to the Post Chief. In between sessions, if there are
cars to recover and you have had permission from the Post Chief, then a
quick sweep of the track will stretch your legs.It will be a long day on post
and if time is running short then it’s usually the lunch break that gets shortened but being on post with like minded enthusiasts who are there to enjoy
their motorsport up close makes the day worthwhile. The camaraderie always
makes the dullest rainy days enjoyable.
Bring food and drink for the whole day. It is better if you have walking boots or safety boots as it will rain at some time, be
prepared for any weather be it rain, snow, heat wave (sun cream), it could do anything, so bring lots of layers of clothing
and don't rely on 1 big coat to do it all. If you have work type overalls it won’t hurt but they are not essential, don't use your
race suit as it could get damaged on the fencing, unless it’s an old pair.
And if at the end of the day you’ve only had to give the broom a workout once or twice, that’s not a bad thing. A quiet day is
a good day for a Marshal.
It’s easy to volunteer, just contact our Clerk of the Course and Officials Co-ordinator, Robert Williams, either direct at officials@classicsportscarclub.co.uk or via the office at info@classicsportscarclub.co.uk.

Marshals: We need your help
Marshals, as above, we really need your help at Silverstone! Thank you to those of you who have already put your names
down to help at our event but we really need more of you. Please help us spread the word, you can volunteer in various
ways, see here: CSCC Marshals Page

Code 60 is an extra tool at the disposal of the MSA Clerk Of The Course in 2017, alongside local yellow flags Code 60
and safety car. Any one of these may be used in the event of an incident, this is purely at the discretion of the
MSA Clerk, NOT the CSCC. The CSCC has invested in extra Marshal radios to allow this option, however not all circuits or
clubs are supporting Code 60 or have invested in the necessary flags, and radios so consider this extra information IF we
use Code 60 in 2017.
2017 MSA Blue Book Q. Circuit Racing
15.1.1 (e) The Code 60 flag (Purple)
The Code 60 flag will be brought into operation to neutralise a race at the sole decision of the Clerk of the Course provided
that all flag points are in communication with race control.
When the order is given to deploy the Code 60 flag it will be displayed at the start/finish line and simultaneously at all
other posts.
All competing cars, when notified of the Code 60 intervention (by the flag signal, or by any other means) will release the
throttle, reduce their speed to 60kmh and should remain behind the car in front.
Overtaking is strictly forbidden until the green flag is displayed. Any infringements may be penalised by a time penalty of 1
minute, or more.
While the Code 60 is in operation, competing cars may enter the pit lane, but may only rejoin the track when signalled to
do so. When the Code 60 flag is withdrawn it will be replaced with a waved green flag for one lap.
The waved green flag will be shown simultaneously at all posts. Each lap covered while the Code 60 flag is in operation
will be counted as a race lap unless specified to the contrary in Championship regulations.
Question: My car doesn’t have a speedometer, how can I drive at 60kph?
Answer: This is the same speed that is used in most UK pit lanes. Find a private road,
fit a sat nav or your phone with a GPS app and note the revs in that particular gear at
60kph (choose a gear that will get you up and down hills!).
If you don’t have an accurate rev counter then look at securely installing a small 12v
GPS display such as the one pictured, one of a selection on sale from Ebay from just
£20 with optional Head Up Display (useful for pit lane too).
Question: Can I overtake a competitor that is travelling at less than 60kph?
Answer: No, see the above rule from the Blue Book. Competitors travelling too slowly or
too quickly could be penalised.
Question: When the Code 60 flags appeared I was half a lap ahead of my rival, but by
the re-start he/she had caught me up, it’s not fair.
Answer: Speak to the Clerk Of The Course immediately after the race finishes, with video if you have it, but make sure you
have been travelling at 60kph yourself! As always, don’t complain to the club or on social media afterwards, please do
something about it within 30 minutes of the race end, you can’t assume the Marshals or observers will notice a slight difference in speed.
Question: During a Code 60 can we still carry out our pit stop?
Answer: Yes, you can, we anticipate that the pit exit will be open in most situations, but be aware that it is at the MSA
Clerks discretion whether to open the pit exit or not.
Question: The CSCC have changed the safety car rules which can allow the pit window to be extended (please check the
latest regulations on the CSCC website or December Classic Lines), does this also apply to Code 60?
Answer: No, the pit window will not be affected by the use of Code 60.
Question: How quickly must I reduce my speed to 60kph when I see the Code 60 flags?
Answer: An incident or multiple incidents have made it necessary to neutralise the race and reduce speeds significantly,
this could be because of fluids, debris or stranded cars requiring Marshal assistance. Common sense must apply! We are
looking for a safe reduction of speed being in full control of the car. The sooner all cars are travelling at 60kph the sooner
the incident can be cleared and racing resumed. If you are fully committed to a fast corner or flat out down a straight then
it may not be appropriate to perform an emergency stop, equally we don’t want you to put it in neutral so as to freewheel
for half a lap (the Clerks may take a dim view of your explanation that you were ‘reducing speed’ 1mph at a time)!
Question: When can racing restart, can I overtake before the start line?
Answer: Once the Code 60 flags are withdrawn and waved Green flags are shown then racing resumes, this means you
may accelerate and overtake, you don’t need to wait until you cross the start line (the opposite to a safety car restart).
Question: Does the racing clock keep ticking under Code 60?
Answer: Yes, the race clock continues to run.
Question: Will the Code 60 flag be waved or stationary?
Answer: It is a stationary flag, shown circuit wide.
Question: Could another flag be shown at the same time as the Code 60 flag (a yellow flag for example, at the scene of an incident)?
Answer: We are waiting for further clarification on this.

With pit stops being a core part of most CSCC races it is useful to see a timing screen to
Pitlane Timing Screen
check positions as well as pit window, race time remaining and more. Years ago Adams &
Page kindly bought two TV screens and tripods for the club that we brought to race meetings and set up in the pit lane. We would plug these into the RF sockets at the circuit pit
lane or garages. Over the years these screens have weathered rain, falling over in high
winds and being transported many times in the back of vans and cars. Last season saw us
down to one and that too expired by the middle of the year. Technology has moved on and
it is now impossible to buy a TV/Monitor with an analogue connection and tuner, plus a
number of circuits have let their coaxial cables run into disrepair/upgraded to digital.
Many of you use your smart phones to view live timing, if you are unsure how please come
to race admin and we will do our best to help.
As a trial we have purchased a tripod mounted, wifi equipped tablet so we can once again view live timing in the pits. If this
proves popular we will buy a second one later in the year or look again at TVs. Please don’t ask us for the circuit wifi code,
we won’t be allowed to share it!
After a tiring week where the CSCC team was split between Race Retro and Historic Motorsport shows we are
now back in the office.

Shows

Both shows were of high quality, with racing stars and plenty of exhibits
to keep families interested.

Next year the shows will not clash, making it easier for you to visit both. It was
great to see so many of you, with some of you making the effort to come along to
both shows!

Welcome to our new members who signed up over the weekend, we look forward to welcoming you at a race meeting later
in the year.
Lastly, a huge thank you to Terry Nicholls, Laki Christoforou, Jack Rawles and Keith Waters for donating their cars for display, all the cars attracted a lot of positive attention.

BHP per KG
Just a reminder that this year those drivers of vehicles with a
high power to weight ratio (above 0.34 bhp/kg) will have to
race with a National A licence as a minimum. We believe this
affects half a dozen of you, particularly with higher power
Sevens. If you need signatures for an upgrade please contact
us for further advice. For more detail on this regulation
please see the article in the August 2016 Classic Lines and
read Q 9.1.2 of the 2017 Blue Book.
You will notice we draw attention to this new rule on our race
entry forms, it is your responsibility to ensure you have the
correct licence for the car you are racing.

Ford Enduro
From the organisers of the Nextec Puma Cup is a new series for 2017, the ‘Enduro Series For Ford Cars’. This is not a
CSCC run series, although its drivers will be members of the CSCC and thus subject to our rules. The Ford series caters for
older models such as Fiesta XR2 and Si, plus Escort XR3i and will race within their own classes on the same grid as our Tin
Tops series. These cars are also eligible to race as Tin Tops competitors or in the Advantage Motorsport Future Classics.

Extra Sevens Races

As a result of feedback from you, both our Snetterton and Thruxton rounds feature an additional 15 minute sprint race for Gold Arts Magnificent Sevens drivers. This race is optional,
with starting positions based on the finishing
position of the main 40 minute race that will
have taken place earlier that day. Entries for
both these 15 minute races are open now,
priced at just £85. Note that you cannot enter
these races on the day, you must decide before
the closing date.

Discount Directory
We have many additions to our members discount directory this month (attached to this email sent to CSCC members).
Firstly our latest series sponsor, RSV Graphics, is offering a superb
discount to all CSCC members off its vehicle graphics, wrapping,
window tints and paint protection services. Give your road or race
car a new look or use the clear protection film to keep the existing
paintwork stone chip free.
A ticket discount to the National Motorshow that takes place in May
in Battersea.
New specification wire towing eyes to the ‘strongly recommended’
2017 MSA guidelines. Note, these are not mandatory.
Lastly, a company offering discounts on ferry crossings on a variety
of routes, well worth a call before booking your Spa crossing.

New to Circuit?
When entering a CSCC race please can each driver indicate if it is the first time they have raced on that circuit. If you don’t
tell us we may not be able to accept your entry.
If entering using a form please mark Y/N where appropriate.

If entering online please book and pay for the race, then click on ‘Race Prep’, ‘open’ the race by clicking on the down arrows. Add ticks where appropriate.

Q.8.1.11 Any driver who has not raced at that circuit before, must report to the Clerk Of The Course, or his nominee, prior
to practicing.

Transponders
We sold the last of our CSCC members only transponders back in November. Since then the market
in used AMB/MyLaps has risen with some changing
hands for as much as £500!
We have found a further 20 brand new battery MyLaps 260 models, boxed and complete with 2 year
warranties. These are possibly the last available in
the world, once these arrive in the office we will
send out a separate email with order form to you.
At the Autosport show in January the General Secretary of the MSA met with MyLaps and received
confirmation that for the foreseeable future these
existing ‘old’ red transponders will continue to function for UK racing.

Dinner Dance 2017

?

We have now booked our guest speaker for the 25th of November and in the next issue of Classic
Lines we will reveal the new location, who our guest is and how you can book rooms.

Pumas On TV

The organisers of the Nextec Puma Cup have announced that their rounds will be filmed this season, to produce a TV highlights programme to be shown at the end of the year. The Pumas will this year race on the same grids as the Modern Classics, so you may catch a glimpse of your car in the background.

Suspension

Series Sponsor, Simon Rogers of Meteor Suspension has put together this article giving some suspension upgrade tips
whilst also featuring some of the range he sells. If you are still running on old, unserviced dampers please get in touch with
Simon by phone! The article below may seem technical but Simon will talk to you in language everyone can understand
and help you get the best out of your car, don’t underestimate the difference a good suspension set up makes.
I will try to answer and highlight the more general information which can be applied to your car before making recommendations at the end. You may find me rambling a little and referring to specific cars half way through.
As I hope you are aware I sell a range of brands of dampers. I also sell a range of specifications - non adjustable all the way
to 4 way adjustable. Here we go then – fixed rate 1 way, 2 way or 3 way. Justifying a set of 3 way Penske or 4 way Ohlins
TTX may be difficult, however if you want the best specification at a very reasonable cost and you really want the ultimate
adjustment, quality of product and brand then they are worth every penny. Indeed I have sold a number of sets to road
going owners who wanted just that ultimate performance. You will never ever need another set of dampers! I always get
asked about the costs of dampers but I always reply with my own question - "How much did you spend on your engine?"
Lets face it without the dampers being up to the job your super engine is going to be of little use. There are many things
that affect how fast a race car will go. Perhaps 70% is the driver, the rest being tyres, engine, suspension etc. However If I
can make the suspension influence the confidence a driver has then I can affect the largest factor in the speed of a race
car.
All Meteor Suspension dampers are made by the manufacturers but to our valving and specification which is not available
directly from them. We treat every customer as an individual and one that should have the exact specification for their
needs not something off the shelf.
Fixed Rate Dampers are as it says really, these are suspension dampers
which have no adjustment for the valving of the damper. They do have ride
height adjustment but nothing else. For this specification we only offer the
Quantum Zero. It is available in regular linear piston and valve configuration,
digressive/linear or double digressive piston formats. Our specification will
make sure the suspension will be set up exactly for your needs not too hard
and certainly a great improvement on standard dampers. (for digressive valving and pistons please see the information below). The Quantum Zero is fully
upgradeable to either one or two way in the future if required as it would be
to add digressive pistons at a later date.
1 Way Adjustment– One adjuster that alters either Compression, Rebound or both Compression and Rebound settings the later being the norm. In the one way range we have AVO Twin Tube aluminum dampers, Quantum One.Zero, Nitron
NTR1 and Penske7500. Nitron offer excellent engineering and great value, well specified products within this range, recognisable by the smart hard anodised grey exterior coating. The NTR1 is probably the more familiar of the Nitron 1 way dampers which you will have seen on many cars and bikes. This is a product that benefits from being ‘made to order’ so allows
input from Meteor to ensure our experience with suspension and competitive driving is fully utilised. The NTR1 has 24
clicks of adjustment which affects both bump and rebound proportionately.
The Quantum is entirely manufactured and assembled in the UK save
for perhaps the O rings or seals used. The quality of engineering design and indeed finish is second to none. Hard anodized just like the
Nitron and available in an all black finish if required for a small additional cost. The One.Zero has 27 “clicks” of adjustment. Very progressive and you really do feel the "clicks". The Quantum has finer adjustment but the Nitron can be adjusted over a wider range. Both manufacturers recommend bi-annual service intervals. The main differentiator between the two dampers is the upgrade path and options. Presently there are no “Digressive Piston” available for the Nitron. (Watch
this space). Additionally the Quantum can be built into a 2 way
damper with very little work perhaps at the time of service.
The Penske is as you would expect a fantastic product but I feel the
Nitron and Quantum offer better value at their respective prices. We
do now also have a Penske digressive shim stack or full digressive
piston option which is available for both the 1 way and 2 way
damper. If you want the ultimate performance it remains a valuable
option. I would have no difficulty recommending either of the above –
it is dependent on the options and upgrades you may wish to make in
the future.

Suspension

2 Way Adjustment- We have 4 options here but only from 3 manufacturers . The
Penske, Ohlins and Quantum all have digressive piston options. Penske @
£200/set and Quantum @ £250/set. The Penske also has a digressive shim
stack option at no additional cost. I think the Quantum offers the better value
for money at this level but you need to offset this with Penske and Ohlins reputation performance and brand. I must emphasize that the Quantum has nothing
to worry about here either coming from F1, NASCAR and LMP History. I guess I
am saying its personal choice. We have recently introduced a great new spec
Penske 2 Way with remote reservoir - the 8300 Series. I really do like this
damper as just like the Quantum it allows an upgrade path. With just the swapping of the remote canister head we can make the damper into the 8700 Series
3 way. The rest of the damper being identical.
3 & 4 Way Adjustment- At this level we have the Nitron
NTR3, Ohlins and Penske. I have owned and used the
Nitron NTR3 for a competitive season and they were faultless. Although a significant price differential my current
damper of choice is the Penske 8700. There currently is a
significant difference in the way the dampers work and
the way the car responds. If you are choosing a multi way
damper it is likely you require the fine adjustment and
performance of the Penske. It comes with a any one of 63
piston designs !!! Digressive/Linear piston and is my preferred choice and infinitely adjustable. Simply superb. I
use this myself as it offers huge performance for a very
attractive cost. We can also supply Ohlins ILX and TTX40.
The ILX are an all in one damper with no remote canister
and are of a very high specification. The TTX40 is a
damper of a through rod design. This damper requires no
remote canister and is available in 2,3 and 4 way adjustment. I would certainly recommend them if you have the
budget. I have tested them on our dyno and the results
and range of adjustment are clearly at another level
again. This is though reflected in the cost! Penske and
Quantum have similar high end dampers which we can
also quote for but cost is significant.
Springs
All of the above dampers (except the Street Series)
can be supplied with springs of our recommendation
or your own choice. We can supply springs from
Faulkner, Suplex, Eibach and Hyperco, with main or
tender springs as required. You must remember that
a damper and spring are matched items and replacing one without knowing what the other is rather
pointless.
Pistons and Digressive Valving
Now just to confuse or add to the decision making
process further we need to consider the type of valving to be used. Linear, digressive, linear/digressive
or digressive/linear. This affects the shape of the
damper force curve/plot. It brings a further enhancement to ride and performance. Unfortunately as always there is a cost implication as the machining
process for the digressive piston has to be completed on 2 different machines and has to be handled by a “man” a number of times. The linear piston
is one machine - one time handling.

Suspension

Further Reading
3 Way Dampers
Similar to the 2 way by separating the bump and rebound but
it also splits the compression adjustment into 2 sectors. Low
speed damping (which is the area a driver will feel the most)
and high speed which you will only feel if hitting a hole in the
road or a kerb at the race track.
Digressive Piston
In a linear piston the forces increase in a "linear" way. From
slow speed (damper travel speed) through to high speed (pot
holes or kerbs on a circuit).
The digressive piston allows the force to blend way at the high
speed end - so it’s not too firm when you find those sharper
bumps and holes. Likewise I opt for a double digressive meaning the rebound is also digressive and the spring can
push out quite quickly under high loads to keep tracking the
surface.
But when the speed (damper) are lower the control forces are
still relatively strong. This give great feedback and confidence
when driving.
Progressive springs.
Good on a 1 way damper but if I had to choose between digressive piston and progressive springs I would opt for the
digressive piston. On the 2 way damper I would want both on
the road and just the piston on track. The linear spring being
more predictable on the smoothest of surfaces.
So the progressive springs on a 2 way damper can be left to
do their own thing - you can soften off the rebound and let the
spring take care of things. They will sit at a fairly soft rate at
ride height but stiffen
under compression when needed. The rear will roll less as one
side stops pushing out so hard and the other side increases
the force at which it pushes back against roll. It’s all very subtle but quite effective and you would certainly feel all the
changes if tested back to back. I don't think there is much
more I can say other than they will be very confidence inspiring - they will change the car dramatically for the better - like
you will get a new grin on your face when you drive your car.
All of the dampers I have mentioned come with valving and set up that we have developed along with the manufacturer’s
to meet our specific criteria. You may find what is supposedly the same damper for sale elsewhere – but it’s what is inside
that counts ! We try to represent the premium end of the market where all of our products are of a very high standard. Its
important to remember that all of the manufacturers recommend annual or bi-annual service intervals. Knowing that your
dampers are in top shape and reacting the same on every corner give you lots of confidence as a driver - remember the big
70% influence the driver has. Just like your engine, dampers have oil, shims, seals and valves inside - lets face it you
wouldn't not service your engine would you?
If you would like to know more please feel free to call me on 01558 668708. Regards, Simon

The Spa safety guidelines and first provisional timetable for Spa have been announced on announcing our pricing to CSCC
members shortly.

Fantastic, original C400 in excellent condition, perfect for CSCC Gold Arts Magnificent Sevens.

Member Advert

New fire extinguisher and recently corner weighted and four wheel alignment at BOSS Racing,
Specification as follows:
2L Cosworth Ford Duratec, 220bhp, dry sump, 6 speed manual caterham gearbox, ZF lsd.
Bilstein racing dampers, wide track front suspension.
Large brakes all round with large master cylinder.
Race fan and radiator, lowered floor on drivers side, Stack dash, 55L bag tank, LED brake lights and new rain light.
£19,995 Open to sensible offers and available to view evenings and weekends in Orpington Jct. 4, M25.
Please call Tim on 07870 668713.

Classic Sports Car Club,
1 Masons Wharf,
Corsham,
Wiltshire
SN13 9FY
CSCCRacing
Classic Sports Car Club
Classic Sports Car Club Channel

Office Staff—
Staff—
Hugo Holder: Competitions Director/
Club Secretary
hugo@classicsportscarclub.co.uk

Telephone: 01225 810655
Fax: 01225 811337
Email: info@classicsportscarclub.co.uk
Web: www.classicsportscarclub.co.uk

CSCC Driver Representatives CSCC Swinging 60s

Chris Blewett
cj.jsb@btconnect.com

David Smitheram: Director
david@classicsportscarclub.co.uk
CSCC Tin Tops (non-official)

Hannah Gardin: Administrator/Race Secretary
hannah@classicsportscarclub.co.uk

Stuart Levers
stuart.levers@yahoo.co.uk

Ros Gunning: Club Assistant/Membership
ros@classicsportscarclub.co.uk

CSCC Future Classics

Nigel Gibbins
nigel@classicsportscarclub.co.uk
CSCC Magnificent Sevens

Robert Williams: Clerk of Course and Officials Co
-ordinator
officials@classicsportscarclub.co.uk

Peter French
petercfrench@aol.com
CSCC Classic K
c

John Hammersley: Chairman
jkh123@btinternet.com

Philip Rothwell
prothwell774@btinternet.com
CSCC Special Saloons and Modsports

Ricky ParkerParker-Morris
rickypm1960@gmail.com
CSCC Modern Classics

All CSCC race photographs kindly provided by
David Stallard who will be at all our 2017 UK
meetings
davidstallardphotography.com

Paul Anderton
paulanderton28@yahoo.co.uk
CSCC New Millennium

Toby Harris
t.harris@robinsons.co.uk
CSCC Open Series

CSCC Office
info@classicsportscarclub.co.uk

